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EMOSIS SAS announces the appointment of
Aurore André as Emosis Ltd. CEO
Strasbourg, France and Tel-Aviv, Israel March 2017
Emosis SAS, gladly announces that Aurore Andre has joined the company in order to
head the newly founded Israeli subsidiary Emosis Ltd. At this stage, Aurore will
primarily set-up Emosis Ltd.
R&D capabilities, and enhance R&D cooperation with local academic scientific and
medical institutions. Moreover, she will build up relations with industry partners, and
secure co-financing. Aurore will also support Emosis corporate and digital
communication.
Aurore is a business strategist and entrepreneur who comes with a strong background
and knowledge of the Israeli biomedical environment. She spent several years working
with Israeli Medtech, Biotech and international healthcare service providers in clinical
development, business development, and managerial positions. In 2013, she founded
Azapharm, a new generation consulting company specializing in market development
for the healthcare industry players.

Quotes
“Aurore has the right blend of leadership, stamina and teamwork to make a great
success of Emosis Ltd.” commented Frédéric Allemand.
“I am glad to take part in such a thriving human and scientific adventure. I will bring
my energies, experience and knowledge to the benefit of Emosis and its mission, in
order to build strong bridges with the ‘Start-Up Nation’” said Aurore.
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About Emosis SAS
Emosis SAS, a French MedTech company founded early 2015 by Prof. Aaron Tomer
and Dr. Frederic Allemand, to address largely unmet testing needs of patients
presenting a broad range of conditions, such as cardiovascular and cerebrovascular
diseases, cancer, pregnancy or surgical complications and complication of oral
contraceptives, associated with bleeding and blood clotting disorders – hemostasis and
thrombosis in medical parlance. Emosis uniquely applies, in a user-friendly way, the
power of flow cytometry technology within the emerging paradigm of cell-based
hemostasis - or cell-based coagulation, to enlighten medical decision of the physicians
managing those patients.
Visit www.emosis-diagnostics.com and follow us on LinkedIn.

About Emosis Ltd
Emosis Ltd is the affiliate of Emosis SAS, a French MedTech company founded early
2015 by Prof. Aaron Tomer and Dr. Frederic Allemand, to address largely unmet testing
needs of patients presenting a broad range of conditions, such as cardiovascular and
cerebrovascular diseases, cancer, pregnancy or surgical complications, and
complication of oral contraceptives, associated with bleeding and blood clotting
disorders – hemostasis and thrombosis in medical parlance. Emosis Ltd,
headquartered in Tel Aviv, is mostly dedicated to research and development of novel
assays complementing the mother company existing technology platform and test
portfolio. Emosis Ltd will also, when relevant, locally support commercialization and
sales development of Emosis kits.
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